Hood-assisted colonoscopy is more effective in detection of colorectal adenomas than narrow-band imaging.
Colonoscopy, using either a transparent retractable extension device or narrow band imaging, is thought to improve colon adenoma detection. We compared the abilities of a transparent retractable extension device and narrow band imaging to detect colorectal adenomas. One hundred and seven patients with colonic adenomas that were detected by traditional colonoscopy were randomly assigned to groups that underwent a second colonoscopy that used either a transparent retractable extension or narrow band imaging; adenomas were removed. The principal outcome parameters were the number, size, shape, and location of adenomas detected. The patients' demographic characteristics, indications for colonoscopy, and cecal intubation times were similar between groups. Use of the transparent retractable extension resulted in detection of 31% more adenomas than the initial procedure (P < .0001). The majority of newly discovered adenomas were sessile (79%; 26/33) and less than 5 mm in size (73%; 24/33). There was no significant increase in adenoma detection (5%) between first colonoscopy and second colonoscopy using narrow band imaging. Additional adenomas were found in 40.7% of patients that were examined using the transparent hood (22/54) versus 13.2% of those examined using narrow band imaging (7/53) (P = .0028). Colonoscopy with a transparent retractable extension significantly improved the adenoma detection rate compared with repeat colonoscopy using narrow band imaging.